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Parallel Data Inspection Operation in Three-Dimensional Content
Addressable Memory with optical Interconnection
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Three-dimensional content addressable memory with optical interconnection
(3D-OCAM) has been proposed for the new parallel processing computer system.
The 3D-OCAM is used to control the data transfer among many memory iuy"r, of three-
dimensional memory LSI in this system. The vertical and horizontal data inspection
operations among many memory layers are simultaneously implemented. in BD-OCAM.
The test chip of 3D-OCAM was fabricated and its basic paralleiinspection operation was
successfully demonstrated.
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l. Introduction

A multiprocessor system is the most promis_
ing.way to achieve the hidh overall speed in io*pu-
tation and to maintain thE syste-,"ii"bility. M;;y
CPUs are connected to the iot rrrro' bus thio"gh ,""-
spe-ctive cache memories in the bus-connection type
multiprocessor system. The cache memorie, whi.h
act as common memories are used to share the same
d,ata among man{ CPUs. Howeveq i" "ra", to
share the data, the data written inio one cache
memory are transferred and copied to other cache
memories through the common_ bus. As a result,
the performance of such bus-connection type mul_
tiprocessor system is limited by the data .LLmnrri-
cation efficiency of the .om*oh brrr. To overcome
t$r, pT"Flem, it r,. very useful to implement the par_
allel data transfer among many iache *.*oii.r.
Th"q, we propose to usJthe optical irri"r.orrr""-
tion for such parallel data transfer and furthermore
a new content addressable memory with the optical
interconnection to control the p.tull.l data transfer
amgn-g m-any cache memories lt]-[+]. We can con_trol the data transfer so as t,i p"riiaily share the
data among the limited numbers'of .r.li" t,'.*ori.,
by.using. this new content addressable memory as
well as the data can be completely sharea 

".ri""eall cache memories. This new iontent 
"da;;;;:able memory with optical interconnection is called

y optjgally coupled three-dimensional content ad_
dressable memory (BD-OCAM) lbl,[61.

,. In this .pap.J,. t_h. parallei .i"li inspection op-
eration of 3D-ocAM for the new muitiprocessor
system is mainly discussed.

2. Multiprocessor System with 3D-OCAM

. Figure 1 depicts an example of a parallel pro-
cesslng computer system with 3D-OCAM. This
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Fig. 1 Parallel Processing computer system with 3D-ocAM

system consists of many CPUs and three-dimensio-
nal memory LSI. The communication memory, buff-
er memory, and 3D-OCAM are integrated in each
memory lay_er of 3D memory LSI. A-memory layer
is connected with the upper and lower memoiy liy-
ers by the optical interconnections in the buffer mem-
ories and the 3D-OCAM. The shared common data
are transferred among the buffer memories through
the optical interconnection in the vertical direction
which acts as the data bus. The address tags are
also transferred through the optical interconnEction
in the 3D-OCAM. In this case, the optical intercon-
nection acts as the address bus. The address ref-
erence tables are installed in the 3D-OCAM. The
communication memories which can be considered
as cache memories are used to store the common
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data. The address data for the communication
memories are stored in the address reference ta-
bles. The memory layers where the common data
are transferred are determined by the the address
tags. The address tags are compared with the ad-
dress data of the address reference tables in the re-
spective memory layers of 3D-OCAM and the flags
are generated when both data in the address tags
and the address reference tables are matched. The
data transfers from the buffer memories to the com-
munication memories are commenced by these flags.
Thus, the common data are written into the com-
munication memories where sharing the data is re-
quired. A CPU is connected to the communica-
tion memory of the respective memory layer. Con-
sequently, many CPUs can simultaneously execute
different instructions sharing with the same data.
Thus, the 3D-OCAM has a very important role to
control the data transfer in the multiprocessor sys-
tem shown in Fig.l.

3. Coneept of 8D-OCA.M

The optical data transfer in the 3D-OCAM
and the buffer memory is carried out by using an
optically coupling flip-flop (OC-FF) as shown in
Fig.Z. The OC-FF consists of the data store por-
tion and the data transfer portion. The flip-flop
with silicon photo diodes is used in the data store
portion. Two LEDs are included in the data trans-
fer portion. The data are optically transferred by
this LED to the upper and lower memory layers.
When the transferred light signal impinges onto ei-
ther of two photo diodes in the upper or lower mem-
ory layer, the node voltage of the data store flip-
flop is inverted. Thus, the transferred data are
directly written into the data store flip-flop. The
memory cell and peripheral circuits of 3D-OCAM
are illustrated in Fig.3. The memory cell consists
of three parts for data storage, data matching and
data transfer. Each data in the address reference
table is stored in the data storage part. The OC-FF
is employed in the data transfer part. The address
tags are transferred in the vertical direction by op-
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Fig. 3 Memory cell and peripheral circuits of 3D-OCAM.

tical coupling, storing them in the OC-FF. In the
matching part, the address data in the data stor-
age part is compared with the address tag stored
in the data transfer part for the vertical inspection
through all memory layers. The data in the data
storage part can be also compared with those given
to the bit lines for the horizontal inspection inside a
memory layer. Both vertical and horizontal inspec-
tions are simultaneously implemented in parallel.

4. Fabrication of 3D-OCAM Test Chip

Two new technologies have to be developed
to achieve 3D-OCAM. One is the technology to
integrate LEDs on silicon LSI chip and the other
is the 3D LSI technology. Monolithic approach
using GaAs-on-Si technology or hybrid one can be
employed to integrate LEDs. In this experiment,
LEDs with 0.85um wave length are placed above the
silicon test chips. As for the 3D LSI technology, we
could stack six thinned device wafers with the align-
ment tolerance of 1um by using the newly devel-
oped 3D wafer aligner [7]. Each wafer was thinned
to around 5um by using a mechano-chemical pol-
ishing technique where the polishing is automati-
cally stopped by the oxidized trenches. The SEM
cross section of such 3D test chip is shown in Fig.4.
The SEM micrograph of 3D-OCAM test circuit is
shown in Fig.5. The test circuit was fabricated us-
ing 2um CMOS technology. The inspection opera-
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Fig. 2 The optically coupling flip-flop for optical data
transfer.
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SEM cross section of 3D structure.
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Fig. 5 SEM micrograph of 3D-OCAM test circuit.

tion among the optical data and the electrical data
was evaluated in this test circuit. The waveforms
measured in the top layer test circuit are shown in
Fig.6. In this operation, the data "1" is electrically
written into the flip-flop in the data storage part
during the first cycle and the data "0" is optically
written into the OC-FF during the second cycle.
The electfically written data "il' is simultaneously
compared with the optically written data "0" and
the_data,"1" given to the bit lines during the third
cycle. The optical match line level becomes low and
the electrical match line level becomes high when
the matching inspection operation is starteE by the
matching control pulse, because the optically writ-
ten data "0" is not matched with the electricallv
written data "1" but the data "L" given to the bii
lines is matched with it. Thus, we could confirmed
the basic inspection operation of 3D-OCAM. The
parallel inspection operation in the vertical direc-
tion was examined by the newly developed optical
and electrical circuit simulator based on the eiperi-
mentally confi.rmed basic operation as shown a6ove.
It was found that the parallel data inspection with
a block data of 1 Kbit through four memory lay-
ers was iTp,lemented within 90ns. Thus, the very
lqft 1lltuJlel inspection can be achieved by using
3D-OCAM.

5. Conclusion

The optically coupled three-dimensional con-
tent addressable memory (3D-OCAM) was proposed
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Fig. 6 Measured waveforms for parallel inspection
operation in 3D-OCAM test chip.

for the new parallel processing computer svstem.
The test chip of 3D-OCAM was fabricated and its
basic inspection operation was successfully demon-
strated.
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